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The Brand
ZARA

Zara is one of the world’s largest
international fashion brands, as it belongs
to the world’s largest fashion group,
Inditex. Based in Galicia, Spain, Zara was
founded in 1975 by Amancio Ortega. Zara
currently operates over 2,200 stores
across the world, within 88 different
countries. With an exceptionally flexible
supply chain, Zara has perpetually been
coined a pioneer in the world of fast
fashion. The brand features reasonably
priced on trend products for men,
women, and children.
https://www.zara.com/us/

MARKETING
MIX

ZARA

MARKETING
MIX
T HE 4 P' S
Price:
Price points decently low
Apparel ranges from about
$20 to $150 accessories
from $20 to $60, and
shoes $20 to $100.

ZARA

MARKETING
MIX
T HE 4 P' S
Product:
Men, Women, and Children
Dresses, pants, trousers,
denim, t-shirts, blouses,
suits, overcoats, jackets,
boots, flat, belts, earrings,
etc.
Trendy
New styles every 2-4
weeks
ZARA

MARKETING
MIX
T HE 4 P' S
Place:
2,200 Storefronts
88 Countries
Leading locations
Europe (1,341)
Asia (570)
Americas (345)
Globally Online
ZARA

MARKETING
MIX
T HE 4 P' S
Promotion:
Minimalist marketing
strategy
"Zero Investment in
Marketing" Policy
Campaigns
Social media
Sales.
ZARA

COMPETITORS
& SWOT
ANALYSIS

ZARA

D IR ECT CO M PE T IT O R :
H&M
Hennes & Mauritz, better known as 'H&M' is a Swedish brand that
was founded in 1947. As on the largest retailers in the world, the
brand has over 4,000 stores worldwide, and is planning to reach over
8,000 in the future. The company is known for selling reasonably
priced on-trend clothing, shoes, and accessories for men, women,
and children. H&M is one of Zara's biggest direct competitors is their
products are similar and they cater to the same target markets. .

IN D IR ECT CO M PE T IT O R :
B O T T EG A V EN E T A
Bottega Veneta is a high-end luxury brand that is based in Italy.
Founded in 1966, the Italian brand produces menswear,
womenswear, luggage, handbags, shoes, and accessories. With an
exclusive 348 locations within 47 countries, the brand is available
worldwide via online. Bottega Veneta is one of Zara's most popular
indirect competitors because although their price points and quality
of product differ, the two brands share the same target market.

MARKETING MIX

H&M
PRICE: FAIRLY LOW AS
MAJORITY OF THEIR
APPAREL RANGES FROM
ABOUT $9 TO $71.
PRODUCT: MEN, WOMEN,
AND CHILDREN INCLUDING
DRESSES, PANTS,
TROUSERS, DENIM, TSHIRTS, BLOUSES, SUITS,
OVERCOATS, JACKETS,
BOOTS, FLAT, BELTS,
EARRINGS, ETC.
PLACE: 4,471
STOREFRONTS WITHIN 74
COUNTRIES AND 54
MARKETS VIA ONLINE
PROMOTION: MARKETING
CAMPAIGNS, SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING, BILLBOARDS,
COLLABORATIONS, AND
SALES.

BOTTEGA
VENETA
PRICE: HIGH PRICE POINT
RANGING FROM $300 TO
$52,000
PRODUCT: LUXURY PRODUCTS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
INCLUDING APPAREL,
ACCESSORIES, SHOES,
HANDBAGS, AND LUGGAGE.
PLACE: 348 STOREFRONTS
WITHIN 47 COUNTRIES AND
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE VIA ECOMMERCE.
PROMOTION: MINIMAL
PROMOTION; MARKETING
CAMPAIGNS AND USE SOCIAL
MEDIA

SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

High brand value
Strong Supply Chain
Unique Products
Decent Price Point
Fast Production

Lack of Originality
in Products
Low Quality Product
Little to no Advertising

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Market Expansion
Digital Advertisment
Promotions
Original Product Designs

A lot of Competition
Lack of Reach
Lack of Collaboration w/
Brands, Designers,
Celebrities, Etc.

MARKETING
OBJECTIVES

ZARA

MARKETING
ISSUE
ZARA
Closing down 1,200 of stores around the
world, due to the lack of in-store shopping
because of the global pandemic.
New marketing strategy: Shift the majority
of the budget funding from focusing on
location to focusing more on promotion.
Place more focus on ecommerce
operations, as many consumers currently
prefer online shopping

ZARA

MARKETING OBJECTIVES
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O B JECT IV E #1
Inform 500,00 new women between
the ages of 23-35 aware of the brand
via marketing in the month of
December in 2021.

O B JECT IV E #2
Increase e-commerce site traffic by
25% during the fourth quarter of 2021.

TARGET
CUSTOMER

ZARA

TARGET
CUSTOMER
MARKET RESEARCH
People between the ages of 18 and 34
All races and ethnicities
Classified as middle-class
Salary of about $50k - $140k
Gender is both men and women, however the main
consumer is women
Lives in an urban or suburban area
Business oriented, fashion-forward, and trendy
Avid users of social networking sites like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

DEMOGRAPHICS

PRIMARY
MARKET

Gender: Women
Age: 25-34
Income: $60K-$140K/Year
Profession: Entrepreneur, Editor, Artist, Marketing,
Fashion, Creative, Finance
Education:College Educated

GEOGRPAHIC

Lives in Urban and Suburban areas with all four
seasons.

PSHYCHOGRPAHICS

Personality: She is an outgoing person that can be
both extroverted and introverted. She is confident
and takes a lot of pride in how she presents her self.
She is sophisticated with a very feminine aura. She is
also very business oriented.
Lifestyle: She enjoys going out, attending happy
hours after work, hanging out with friends on
weekends, and occasional date nights.
Media: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Pinterest
Needs:Fun, Fashion, and Adventure
Values: Equal rights, woman's rights, fun, technology,
finances, and art

BEHAVIORS

She shops often but only with brands that she
believes to be trendy or stylish. She shops both
online and in stores. She shops for special occasions
but also shops "just because" and to keep her
wardrobe up to date.

DEMOGRAPHICS

SECONDARY
MARKET

Gender: Women
Age:18-24
Income: $40K-$65K/Year
Profession: Entrepreneur, Student, Artist, Intern,
Assistant, Marketing, Fashion, Creative, Influencer,
Youtuber
Education: High School Graduate and/or Some
College

GEOGRPAHIC

Lives in Urban and Suburban areas with all four
seasons.

PSHYCHOGRPAHICS

Personality: She is an outgoing person that can be
both extroverted and introverted. She is confident
and takes a lot of pride in how she presents her self.
She is intelligent with a very feminine aura. She is
also very goal oriented and ambitious.
Lifestyle: She enjoys going out, hanging out with
friends on weekends, dating, working on her personal
goals, and social networking
Media: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
YouTube, and Pinterest
Needs:Fun, Fashion, and Adventure
Values: Equality, Women's Rights, Technology,
Education, and Art

BEHAVIORS

She shops often but only with brands that she
believes to be trendy or stylish. She mainly shops
online. Most of her shopping is "just because"
shopping as she likes for her wardrobe to stay up to
date.

BRAND
ASSETS

ZARA

Brand Story
ZARA

Zara began with Amancio Ortega's dream of
making dresses for distribution. Believing that
everyone should have access to luxury trends,

Zara was founded with one intention in mind: to
bring fashion girls the high-end products that

they want, at an extremely low price. Remaining
faithful to our four core values beauty, clarity,
functionality,

and

sustainability,

Zara

has

delivered attractive and responsible fashion to

thousands of storefronts and even directly to our
consumer's doorsteps.

We strive to continuously nurture the cherished

relationships that we have with our consumers
by consistently providing them with
fashion', a term that

'instant

we coined in 1998. We're

dedicated to quickly responding to the latest
trends as we produce new and innovative

WORDS AND PHRASES

IS
CHIC
SOPHISTICATED
TRENDY
BOLD
EXCITING
POLISHED
SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATIVE
FUN
EXCLUSIVE
QUALITY
NEW
SIMPLE

ISN'T
BORING
COMMON
OVERPRICED
UNINSPIRING
VIGILANT
MONOTONOUS
UNPLEASANT
CLICHÉD
UNMODERNIZED
LATE
REPETITIOUS
UNFASHIONABLE

MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

ZARA

Campaign.

"YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE"
The Your Fashion is the Future Campaign will be

launched at the beginning of the Holiday Season. The

collection will consist of mostly black, white, and
metallic pieces. This collection will convey a very
simple and straightforward message about not only
the trajectory of the brand but the trajectory of the
fashion industry as a whole in regard to consumers.

The collection's mission is to focus less on what's
trendy and more so on what the consumer's depicts to
be "fashionable". The overall look and attitude of the
campaign is futuristic.
Launch Date: November 1st, 2021 - January 1st, 2022

Campaign
Visual

MARKETING
CHANNEL
MIX

ZARA

Mock-Up

Print Media

I plan to use magazines for print
media in order to reach the target
market, advertise the campaign.,

and increase the impressions. A
great publication that we plan to
advertise with using print media is

vogue. A huge percentage of the

target market is an avid reader of
vogue, so I think that they'd be the
perfect

publication

for

the

campaign to grab attention and
generate awareness.

BROADCAST & STREAMING MEDIA
I plan to use streaming media rather than
broadcast media because the target market
typically
prefers
streaming
over
broadcasting. I plan to place spot ads in
streaming media that will range from about
20-30 seconds in length. We will place the
ad spots at consumers with relevant
geographic, demographics, and interests.
One platform that we plan to use for
streaming media is YouTube and YouTube
TV

(View Mock-up of Campaign Video on the
Next Slide)

Setting: Mountains Video: Black and White Music: Low Suspense

Description: Futuristic models discover their style

Scene opens up with helicopter
circulating and smoke in the air.

Models begin to appear in smoke with
helicopter behind them.

Women operating helicopter.

They walk the mountains fiercely and
with thunder lightening.

B-Roll of the Cloudy Sky.

Final shot with "Your" Fashion is the
Future.

Mock-Up

DIRECT MAIL
We will use direct mailing
to
send
marketing
messages directly to the
consumer's
front
door.
Direct mailing will allow us
to
reach
preexisting
consumers and also help
to meet our objective by
reaching consumers who
may have never heard of
the brand. We will mail
lookbooks that have an
editorial feel to them to
consumers that live in the
geographic area of our
target
consumer.
The
editorial feel will separate
the lookbook from the
consumers typical mail.
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OUT OF HOME MEDIA

BILL B O A RD MOCK-U P

We will us out-of-home media to
transmit the campaign message to
consumers in public places. We will
use poster billboards that will be
placed around the busiest areas of
the
most populous urban cities
where the typical target market lives
and works. Some of these cities
include
New York, Los Angeles,
London, Paris, and Tokyo. We will also
include
posters
in
the
public
transportation areas of each city and
each poster will be in place for a
month or two.

Public Relations and Influencing
PUBLIC RELATIONS

INFLUENCERS

We will use PR to invite journalists to our
silent fashion show, press release about
the campaign, and we will also mail them
some
sample
products
from
the
collection. This will help the brand to
potentially gain editorial coverage in
publications, with the news media
networks, and on social media

We will also select influencers to endorse
the collection through social media and
blogs. We plan to do this through both
editorial
posts
and
sponsored
endorsements. We will send sample
products to influencers for sponsored
endorsements,
requiring
them
to
advertise and post about the product. We
will also send sample products to some
influencers
for
potential
editorial
coverage.

JOURNALIST

INFLUENCERS

Marjon Carlos, Elaine Welteroth,
Chrissy Rutherford, Shiona Turini,
Dana Oliver, Kahlana Barfield
Brown, Amanda Murray, Lindsey
Peoples Wagner, Etc.

Cole Sprouse, Olivia, Palermo,
Alexa Chung, Blaire Eadie,
Candace Marie, Julia Sarr-Jamois,
Etc.

PUBLICATIONS

NEGATIVE SPACE

Refiner29, Vogue, Teen Vogue,
BOF, WSJ, W Magazine, Harper's
Bazaar, allure, InStyle, GQ, Esquire,
Cosmopolitan, Etc.

BOF, WWD, Elle, Vogue, WGSN, WSJ,
NY Times, Etc.
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SMM & SMA
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S O CIA L M ED IA
M A R KET IN G
I plan to mostly use Instagram to market to
Zara's consumers as it is the platform that is
most used by their target market. I will create
a great visual representation of the
campaign's message and what Zara
represents as a brand. I plan to post regularly
and engage their consumers with the
marketing message. I will also incorporate
several creative hashtags into their posts,
making them easier to find.

S O CIA L M ED IA
A D V ER T IS IN G
I would also plan to frequently use social
media advertising via Facebook and
Instagram. I plan to sponser ads on the
Instagram Stories, Instagram posts, and
Facebook posts. The objective is to attract as
many new consumers as possible so I plan to
use paid ads regularly.

Sponsored

Display
Advertisement
Vogue
Refinery29
WWD
InStyle
Each ad will
include a CTA
button to draw
consumers in

Email Marketing
ZARA

Email Marketing to inform Zara's subscribers
of all of the news, new campaigns, sales,
promotions, etc.
Subscription box in the footer of their website,
giving consumers easy access to signing up
Build the mailing list from the subscription box,
as well as through previous customers who
have made an order and created an account
with their site
Send emails 2-3 times a week

SUBJECT LINE:
INTRODUCING: YOUR FASHION IS THE FUTURE COLLECTION

OFFLINE VISUAL MERCHANDISING
The offline visual merchandising will be organized around the merchandising story.
For the store's window display, I will make use of technology in order to grab the
attention

of

those

walking

past

the

store.

The

window

will

consist

of

eight

mannequins that will display the campaign's collection. Behind the mannequins there
will be a set of old box televisions displaying the campaign commercial. I will also
include

three

rectangle

frames

behind

the

mannequins

to

add

some

depth

and

intricate design to the display. Once the customer walks into the store, there will also
be a few screens built into the walls showcasing the campaign commercial as well.
The overall color palette of the merchandising will be neutral colors consisting of
mostly black, white, and grey, just like the collection.

ONLINE VISUAL MERCHANDISING
The

offline

visual

merchandising

will

be

organized

around

the

merchandising story as well. The e-commerce site will focus mostly on
the

homepage

and

the

landing

page

to

draw

consumers

in.

The

masthead of the homepage will include a display of the merchandising
story and campaign message. It will also include a CTA button that will
direct consumers to the landing page. The landing page will be a
continuation of the merchandising story and on this page consumers
will be able to view the products of the collection.

PERS O N A L
SELL I N G
Sales associates will be
well trained wardrobe
stylists
Stylists will have a sense of
style and be equipped with
knowledge on the campaign
and styling for every
occasion
The screens that are placed
around the store displaying the
campaign video will also be touch
screen allowing consumers to
simply tap a button when they
need assistance.

For our online channel,
consumers will have access
to a live-chat 24/7 that will
direct them to sales
representative
The sales rep will also have
the same qualities as the
offline stylists and be just
as educated on the latest
updates
Consumers will also have
the opportunity to leave a
personal message for sales
associates in regard to a
specific question and will
receive a response within

GUREILLA
MARKETING
S ILEN T F A S HIO N S HO W
Host a silent fashion show in the Fashion
District of NYC to display the campaign's
collection
The campaign message, "Your Fashion is the
Future", has an undertone of rebellion and
revolution
The show would occur on the day of the
launch to reveal the collection
Will consist of enough models to display the
entire collection
The models would be dressed in the
collection however they will be dressed in
desaturated styles to grab the attention of
viewers and stand out
There will also be a couple of models holding
display sign reflecting the brand's logo and
campaign

VIRAL
CONTENT
D IY V ID EO

Produce a video shoot that showcases a DIY
video of how to create a desaturated
achromatic look
Behind the scenes look of how the looks for
the silent fashion show was created.The
show would occur on the day of the launch to
reveal the collection
Feature inspiration on how to style the looks.
Video will be released shortly after the silent
fashion show, and on the same day.
This content will invoke a reaction of
curiosity and excitement from consumers.

MARKETING
CALENDAR &
BUDGET

ZARA
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CALENDAR
& BUDGET

T IM ELIN E:
November 15th - January 15th

ZARA

OPTIMIZATION
STRATEGY

ZARA

Conversion
Funnel

5,000,000
2,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
Objective #1
SMM

SMM & SMA Views
(Impressions):
Here we will grab the attention of
new potential consumers via SMM
and SMA.

Engagements (Clicks) :
We are estimating that about 2,500,000
viewers will show interest in the post and
engage.

Store Visits (Traffic):
About 1,000,000 of those potential consumers
that engage will also show a desire in the brand
and collection.

Purchases (Transactions):
500,000 of those store visits will convert into
transactions from 1,000,000 new
women consumers.
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KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
KPI' S
CLICK THROUGH
RATE (CTR)

Because the objective is to inform
more women of the brand, we will
use the measurement of
impressions to ensure that we are
reaching as many women that we
need to.
Ads that are receiving a low number
of views will be adjusted so that they
are seen by more consumers and we
are able to meet the objective.

TRAFFIC
This KPI will help to gauge whether
or not the promotional mix is
working to drive in consumers; and
increase visibility and engagement
with the brand.
Seeing an increase in traffic is a
great indication that the promotional
mix is working and seeing stagnancy
or a decrease is sign that there
needs to be some adjustments

ZARA

Keeping track of the CTR is
extremely vital in measuring the
amount of exposure and
engagement that Zara is receiving in
response to the promotional plan.
I plan to use this metric to gauge the
likability of the promotion, ad,
collection, brand, etc.

IMPRESSIONS
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234%

ROI

MY ESTIMATED ROI IS 234%. I AM
PROJECTING THAT THE CAMPAIGN WILL
GENERATE AT LEAST $1,000,000
BECAUSE OF THE SIZE OF THE COMPANY.
I HAVE SUBTRACTED THE COST OF
MARKETING FROM THAT ESTIMATE AND
DIVIDED IT BY THE COST OF MARKETING
TIMES 100, GIVING ME AN ROI OF 234%

ZARA
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ZARA

T HA N K YO U!
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